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Heat spontaneously ﬂows from hot to cold in standard thermodynamics. However, the latter
theory presupposes the absence of initial correlations between interacting systems. We here
experimentally demonstrate the reversal of heat ﬂow for two quantum correlated spins-1/2,
initially prepared in local thermal states at different effective temperatures, employing a
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance setup. We observe a spontaneous energy ﬂow from the cold to
the hot system. This process is enabled by a trade off between correlations and entropy that
we quantify with information-theoretical quantities. These results highlight the subtle interplay of quantum mechanics, thermodynamics and information theory. They further provide a
mechanism to control heat on the microscale.
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A

ccording to Clausius, heat spontaneously ﬂows from a hot
body to a cold body1. At a phenomenological level, the
second law of thermodynamics associates such irreversible behavior with a nonnegative mean entropy production2. On
the other hand, Boltzmann related it to speciﬁc initial conditions
of the microscopic dynamics3–5. Quantitative experimental conﬁrmation of this conjecture has recently been obtained for a
driven classical Brownian particle and for an electrical RC circuit6, as well as for a driven quantum spin7, and a driven
quantum dot8. These experiments have been accompanied by a
surge of theoretical studies on classical and quantum irreversibility9–19. It has in particular been shown that a preferred
direction of average behavior may be discerned, irrespective of the
size of the system20.
Initial conditions not only induce irreversible heat ﬂow, they
also determine the direction of the heat current. The observation
of the average positivity of the entropy production in nature is
often explained by the low entropy value of the initial state3. This
opens the possibility to control or even reverse the direction of
heat ﬂow, depending on the initial conditions. In standard thermodynamics, systems are assumed to be uncorrelated before
thermal contact. As a result, according to the second law, heat will
ﬂow from the hot object to the cold object. However, it has been
theoretically suggested that for quantum-correlated local thermal
states, heat might ﬂow from the cold to the hot system, thus
effectively reversing its direction9–12. This phenomenon has been
predicted to occur in general multidimensional bipartite
systems9,10, including the limiting case of two simple qubits10, as
well as in multipartite systems11.
Here, we report the experimental demonstration of the reversal
of heat ﬂow for two initially quantum-correlated qubits (twospin-1/2 systems) prepared in local thermal states at different
effective temperatures employing Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) techniques21,22. Allowing thermal contact between the
qubits, we track the evolution of the global state with the help of
quantum-state tomography21. We experimentally determine the
energy change of each spin and the variation of their mutual
information23. For initially correlated systems, we observe a
spontaneous heat current from the cold to the hot spin and show
that this process is made possible by a decrease of their mutual
information. The second law for the isolated two-spin system is
therefore veriﬁed. However, the standard second law in its local
form apparently fails to apply to this situation with initial
quantum correlations. We further establish the nonclassicallity of
the initial correlation by evaluating its nonzero geometric quantum discord, a measure of quantumness24,25. We ﬁnally theoretically derive and experimentally investigate an expression for the
heat current that reveals the trade off between information and
entropy.
Results
Experimental system. NMR offers an exceptional degree of
preparation, control, and measurement of coupled nuclear spin
systems21,22. It has for this reason become a premier tool for the
study of quantum thermodynamics7,26,27. In our investigation, we
consider two nuclear spins-1/2, in the 13C and 1H nuclei of a 13Clabeled CHCl3 liquid sample diluted in Acetone-d6 (Fig. 1b). The
sample is placed inside a superconducting magnet that produces a
longitudinal static magnetic ﬁeld (along the positive z-axis) and
the system is manipulated by time-modulated transverse radiofrequency (rf) ﬁelds. We study processes in a time interval of few
milliseconds, which is much shorter than any relevant decoherence time of the system (of the order of few seconds)26. The
dynamics of the combined spins in the sample is thus effectively
closed and the total energy is conserved to an excellent
2

approximation. Our aim is to study the heat exchange between
the 1H (system A) and 13C (system B) nuclear spins under a
partial thermalization process in the presence of initial correlations (Fig. 1a). Employing a sequence of transversal rf-ﬁeld and
longitudinal ﬁeld-gradient pulses, we prepare an initial state of
both nuclear spins (A and B) of the form,
ρ0AB ¼ ρ0A  ρ0B þ χ AB ;

ð1Þ

= α|01〉〈10| + α*|10〉〈01|

is a correlation term and
where χAB
ρ0i ¼ expðβi Hi Þ=Z i a thermal state at inverse temperature βi =
1/(kBTi), i = (A, B), with kB the Boltzmann constant. The state j0i
(j1i) represents the ground (excited) eigenstate of the Hamiltonian Hi , and Z i ¼ Tri expðβi Hi Þ is the partition function. The
individual nuclear spin Hamiltonian, in a double-rotating frame
13C) Larmor frequency, may be
with the nuclear spins (1H and

i
written as Hi ¼ hν 0 1  σ z =2, with ν0 = 1 kHz effectively
determined by a nuclei rf-ﬁeld offset. In Eq. (1), the coupling
strength should satisfy jαj  exp hν 0 ðβA þ βB Þ=2 =ðZ A Z B Þ to
ensure positivity. We consider two distinct cases: for α = 0, the
spins are initially uncorrelated as assumed in standard thermodynamics, while for α ≠ 0, the joint state is initially correlated. We
note that since Tri χ AB ¼ 0, the two spins are locally always in a
thermal Gibbs state in both situations. As a result, thermodynamic quantities, such as temperature, internal energy, heat,
and entropy, are well deﬁned. A partial thermalization between
the qubits is described by the effective (Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya)


A B
A B
¼
iðπ
h
=2ÞJ
σ
σ

σ
σ
interaction Hamiltonian, Heff
x y
y x , with
AB
28,29
, which can be easily realized experimentally. We
J = 215.1 Hz
implement
the  corresponding
evolution
operator,

=
h
,
by
combining
free
evolutions
under
the
U τ ¼ exp iτHeff
AB
natural hydrogen–carbon scalar coupling and rf-ﬁeld rotations
(Fig. 1c).effWe
 further stress that the correlation term should satisfy
χ AB ; HAB ≠0 for the heat ﬂow reversal to occur (Supplementary
Information).
Thermodynamics. In macroscopic thermodynamics, heat is
deﬁned as the energy exchanged between to large bodies at different temperatures2. This notion has been successfully extended
to small systems initially prepared in thermal Gibbs states30,
including qubits10. Since the interaction Hamiltonian commutes
Hamiltonian of the two qubits,
with the efftotal

HA þ HB ; HAB ¼ 0, the thermalization operation does not
perform any work on the spins31. As a result, the mean energy is
constant in time and the heat absorbed by one qubit is given by
its internal energy variation along the dynamics, Qi = ΔEi, where
Ei ¼ Tri ρi Hi is the z-component of the nuclear spin magnetization. For the combined system, the two heat contributions
satisfy9–11,
βA QA þ βB QB  ΔIðA : BÞ;

ð2Þ

where ΔI(A:B) is the change of mutual information between A
and B. The mutual information, deﬁned as I(A:B) = SA + SB −
SAB ≥ 0, is a measure of the total correlations between two systems23, where Si = −Tri ρi ln ρi is the von Neumann entropy of
state ρi. Equation (2) follows from the unitarity of the global
dynamics and the Gibbs form of the initial spin states. For
initially uncorrelated spins, the initial mutual information is zero.
As a result, it can only increase during thermalization, ΔI(A:B) ≥
0. Noting that QA + QB = 0 for the isolated bipartite system, we
ﬁnd9–11,


ð3Þ
QB βB  βA  0 ðuncorrelatedÞ:
Heat hence ﬂows from the hot to the cold spin, QB > 0 if TA ≥
TB. This is the standard second law. By contrast, for initially
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup. a Heat ﬂows from the hot to the cold spin (at thermal contact) when both are initially uncorrelated. This
corresponds to standard thermodynamic. For initially quantum-correlated spins, heat is spontaneously transferred from the cold to the hot spin. The
direction of heat ﬂow is here reversed. b View of the magnetometer used in our NMR experiment. A superconducting magnet, producing a high-intensity
magnetic ﬁeld (B0) in the longitudinal direction, is immersed in a thermally shielded vessel in liquid He, surrounded by liquid N in another vacuum
separated chamber. The sample is placed at the center of the magnet within the radio-frequency coil of the probe head inside a 5-mm glass tube.
c Experimental pulse sequence for the partial thermalization process. The blue (black) circle represents x (y) rotations by the indicated angle. The orange
C
1
13
connections represents a free evolution under the scalar coupling, HHC
¼ ðπ
h=2ÞJσ H
z σ z , between the H and C nuclear spins during the time indicated
J
above the symbol. We have performed 22 samplings of the interaction time τ in the interval 0 to 2.32 ms

correlated qubits, the mutual information may decrease during
the thermal contact between the spins. In that situation, we may
have9–11,


QB βB  βA  0 ðcorrelatedÞ:
ð4Þ
Heat ﬂows in this case from the cold to the hot qubit: the
energy current is reversed. We quantitatively characterize the
occurrence of such reversal by computing the heat ﬂow at any
time τ, obtaining (see the Methods section),




ð5Þ
ΔβQB ¼ ΔIðA : BÞ þ S ρτA k ρ0A þ S ρτB k ρ0B ;
 τ



where Δβ = βB − βA ≥ 0 and S ρi k ρi ¼ Tri ρτi ln ρτi  ln ρi 
0 denotes the relative entropy23 between the evolved ρτAðBÞ ¼

TrBðAÞ U τ ρ0AB U yτ and the initial ρ0AðBÞ reduced states. The latter
quantiﬁes the entropic distance between the state at time τ and
the initial thermal state. It can be interpreted as the entropy
production associated with the irreversible heat transfer, or to the
entropy produced during the ensuing relaxation to the initial
thermal state32,33. According to Eq. (5), the direction of the
energy current is therefore reversed whenever the decrease of
mutual information compensates the entropy production. The
fact that initial correlations may be used to decrease entropy has
ﬁrst been emphasized by Lloyd34 and further investigated in
refs. 35,36. Heat ﬂow reversal has recently been interpreted as a
refrigeration process driven by the work potential stored in the
correlations12. In that context, Eq. (5) can be seen as a generalized
Clausius inequality due to the positivity of the relative entropies.
The coefﬁcient of performance of such a refrigeration is then at
most that of Carnot12.
In our experiment, we prepare the two-qubit system in an
initial state of the form (1) with effective spin temperatures β1
A ¼
1
4:66 ± 0:13 peV (β1
A ¼ 4:30 ± 0:11 peV) and βB ¼ 3:31 ± 0:08
peV (β1
B ¼ 3:66 ± 0:09 peV) for the uncorrelated (correlated)

case α ¼ 0:00 ± 0:01 (α ¼ 0:19 ± 0:01) (Supplementary Information). The value of α was chosen to maximize the current
reversal. In order to quantify the quantumness of the initial
correlation in the correlated case, we consider the normalized
geometric discord, deﬁned as Dg ¼ minψ2C 2kρ  ψ k2 , where C is
the set of all states classically correlated24,25. The geometric
discord has a simple closed-form expression for two qubits that
can be directly evaluated from the measured QST data
(Supplementary Information). We ﬁnd the nonzero value Dg =
0.14 ± 0.01 for the initially correlated state prepared in the
experiment.
We experimentally reconstruct the global two-qubit density
operator using quantum-state tomography21 and evaluate the
changes of internal energies of each qubit, of mutual information,
and of geometric quantum discord during thermal contact
(Fig. 2a–f). We observe the standard second law in the absence
of initial correlations (α ’ 0), i.e., the hot qubit A cools down,
QA < 0, while the cold qubit B heats up, QB > 0 (circles symbols in
Fig. 2a, b). At the same time, the mutual information and the
geometric quantum discord increase, as correlations build up
following the thermal interaction (circles symbols in Fig. 2c, d).
The situation changes dramatically in the presence of initial
quantum correlations (α ≠ 0): the energy current is here reversed
in the time interval 0 < τ < 2.1 ms, as heat ﬂows from the cold to
the hot spin, QA = −QB > 0 (squares symbols in Fig. 2a, b). This
reversal is accompanied by a decrease of mutual information and
geometric quantum discord (squares symbols in Fig. 2c, d). In
this case, quantum correlations are converted into energy and
used to switch the direction of the heat ﬂow, in an apparent
violation of the second law. Correlations reach their minimum at
around τ ≈ 1.05 ms, after which they build up again. Once they
have passed their initial value at τ ≈ 2.1 ms, energy is transferred
in the expected direction, from hot to cold. In all cases, we obtain
good agreement between experimental data (symbols) and
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Fig. 2 Dynamics of heat, correlations, and entropic quantities. a Internal energy of qubit A along the partial thermalization process. b Internal energy of
qubit B. In the absence of initial correlations, the hot qubit A cools down and the cold qubit B heats up (cyan circles in panel a and b). By contrast, in the
presence of initial quantum correlations, the heat current is reversed as the hot qubit A gains and the cold qubit B loses energy (orange squares in panel
a and b). This reversal is made possible by a decrease of the mutual information c and of the geometric quantum discord d. Different entropic contributions
to the heat current (5) in the uncorrelated e anduncorrelated
f case. Reversal
occurs when the negative variation of the mutual information, ΔI(A:B),


compensates the positive entropy productions, S ρτA k ρA and S ρτB k ρB , of the respective qubits. The symbols represent experimental data and the
dashed lines are numerical simulations. Error bars were estimated by a Monte Carlo sampling from the standard deviation of the measured data
(Supplementary Information)

theoretical simulations (dashed lines). Small discrepancies seen as
time increases are mainly due to inhomogeneities in the control
ﬁelds.
The experimental investigation of Eq. (5) as a function of the
thermalization time is presented in Fig. 2e, f. While the relative
entropies steadily grow in the absence of initial correlations, they
exhibit an increase up to 1.05 ms followed by a decrease in
presence of initial correlations. The latter behavior reﬂects the
pattern of the qubits already seen in Fig. 2a, b, for the average
energies. We note, in addition, a positive variation of the mutual
information in the uncorrelated case and a large negative
variation in the correlated case. The latter offsets the increase of
the relative entropies and enables the reversal of the heat current.
These ﬁndings provide direct experimental evidence for the
trading of quantum mutual information and entropy production.
Discussion
We have observed the reversal of the energy ﬂow between two
quantum-correlated qubits with different effective temperatures,
associated with the respective populations of the two levels. Such
effect has been predicted to exist in general multidimensional
systems9–11. By revealing the fundamental inﬂuence of initial
quantum correlations on the direction of thermodynamic processes, which Eddington has called the arrow of time37, our
experiment highlights the subtle interplay of quantum mechanics,
thermodynamics, and information theory. Initial conditions thus
not only break the time-reversal symmetry of the otherwise
reversible dynamics, they also determine the direction of a process. Our ﬁndings further emphasize the limitations of the standard local formulation of the second law for initially correlated
systems and offers at the same time a mechanism to control heat
on the microscale. They additionally establish that the arrow of
4

time is not an absolute but a relative concept that depends on the
choice of initial conditions. We have observed the reversal of the
energy current for the case of two spins which never fully thermalize due to their ﬁnite size. However, their dynamics is identical to that of a thermalization map during the duration of the
experiment (Methods), a process we have labeled partial thermalization for this reason. Furthermore, numerical simulations
show that reversals may also occur for a spin interacting with
larger spin environments which induce thermalization (Supplementary Information). Hence, an anomalous heat current does
not seem to be restricted to extremely microscopic systems. The
precise scaling of this effect with the system size is an interesting
subject for future experimental and theoretical investigations. Our
results on the reversal of the thermodynamic arrow of time might
also have stimulating consequences on the cosmological arrow of
time34.
Methods
Experimental setup. The liquid sample consist of 50 mg of 99% 13C-labeled
CHCl3 (Chloroform) diluted in 0.7 ml of 99.9% deutered Acetone-d6, in a ﬂame
sealed Wildmad LabGlass 5 -mm tube. Experiments were carried out in a Varian
500 MHz Spectrometer employing a double-resonance probe head equipped with a
magnetic ﬁeld-gradient coil. The sample is very diluted, such that the intermolecular interaction can be neglected, in this way the sample can be regarded as a
set of identically prepared pairs of spin-1/2 systems. The superconducting magnet
(illustrated in Fig. 1b) inside of the magnetometer produces a strong intensity
longitudinal static magnetic ﬁeld (whose direction is taken to be along the positive
z axes), B0 ≈ 11.75 T. Under this ﬁled, the 1H and 13C Larmor frequencies are about
500 MHz and 125 MHz, respectively. The state of the nuclear spins are controlled
by time-modulated rf-ﬁeld pulses in the transverse (x and y) direction and longitudinal ﬁeld gradients.
Spin-lattice relaxation
 times, measured by the inversion recovery pulse
C
sequence, are I H
1 ; I 1 ¼ ð7:42; 11:31Þ s. Transverse relaxations, obtained by the
(CPMG) pulse sequence, have characteristic times
Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill

C
I H
¼ ð1:11; 0:30Þ s. The total experimental running time, to implement
2 ; I2
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the partial spin thermalization, is about 2.32 ms, which is considerably smaller than
the spin-lattice relaxation and therefore decoherence can be disregarded.

7.
8.

Heat current between initially correlated systems. We here derive the expression (5) for the heat ﬂow between initially correlated systems A and B. For an initial
thermal state ρ0i ¼ expðβi Hi Þ=Z i , (i = A, B), the relative entropy between the
evolved ρτAðBÞ ¼ TrBðAÞ U τ ρ0AB U yτ and the initial ρ0i marginal states reads,


 


ð6Þ
S ρτi k ρ0i ¼ S ρτi þ βi Tri ρτi Hi þ lnZ i ;
where
Sðρτi Þ is the von Neumann entropy of the state ρτi . Noting that as

S ρ0i k ρ0i ¼ 0, one can write,






ð7Þ
S ρτi k ρ0i ¼ S ρτi k ρ0i  S ρ0i k ρ0i ¼ ΔSi þ βi ΔEi ;
 τ
 0
with the variation in the von Neumann entropy, given by ΔSi ¼ S ρi  S ρi
and the internal energy change of the i-th subsystem deﬁned as ΔEi ¼
Tri ρτi Hi  Tri ρ0i Hi . Energy conservation for the combined isolated system (AB)
further implies that ΔEA = −ΔEB = QB, for constant interaction energy. As a result,
we obtain,




QB Δβ ¼ ΔIðA : BÞ þ S ρτA k ρ0A þ S ρτB k ρ0B ;
ð8Þ
where Δβ = βA − βB is the inverse temperature difference and ΔSA + ΔSB = ΔI(A:
B) holds since the combined system (AB) is isolated.
Partial thermalization. We further show that the spin dynamics is given by a
thermalization map during the duration of the experiment. From the local point of
view of each individual nuclear
 spin (when
 the spins are initially
 uncorrelated), the
evolution operator U τ ¼ exp iτHeff
=
h , with τ 2 0; ð2JÞ1 , has the effect of a
AB


linear non-unitary map Eðρi Þ ¼ Trk U τ ρ0A  ρ0B U yτ on the spin i, which can be
represented as,
Eðρi Þ ¼

4
X

Kj ρ0i Kjy

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

ð9Þ

21.

where i = A, k = B or i = B, k = A. The Kraus corresponding operators Kj, with j =
(1, …, 4), are given by,

22.

j¼1

K1 ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1
1p
0

0
cosðπJτÞ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 0
K2 ¼ 1  p
0
K3 ¼
K4 ¼

ð10Þ

23.
24.

sinðπJτÞ

;

0

pﬃﬃﬃ cosðπJτÞ
p
0

pﬃﬃﬃ
p

;

ð11Þ

25.
26.

0
;
1

ð12Þ
27.

0

0

sinðπJτÞ

0

;

ð13Þ

where p is the population of the excited state in the other spin at time τ. In the time
window of the experiment, πJτ varies between zero and π/2. In this way, the
transformation (9) is equivalent to the generalized amplitude damping38 which is
the Kraus map for the thermalization of a single spin-1/2 system. Therefore, from
the local point of view and in the absence of initial correlations, the interaction
implemented in the experiment is indistinguishable from a thermalization map for
τ ∈ [0, (2J)−1].

28.
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Data availability
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The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are available
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